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Abstract- In Vehicular Adhoc Networks, Data Dissemination is a challenging task. There are number of techniques, types 
and protocols available for disseminating the data but in order to preserve limited bandwidth and to disseminate maximum 
data over networks makes it more challenging. There are broadcasting, multicasting and geocasting based protocols. 
Multicasting based protocols are found to be best for conserving the bandwidth. One such protocol named BEAM exists that 
improves the performance of Vehicular Adhoc Networks by reducing the number of in-network message transactions and 
thereby efficiently utilizing the bandwidth during an emergency situation. But this protocol may result in multicar chain 
collision as there was no V2V communication. So, this paper proposes a new protocol named Enhanced Bandwidth Efficient 
Cluster Based Multicasting Protocol (EBECM) that will overcome the limitations of existing BEAM protocol. And 
Simulation results will show the improved performance of EBECM in terms of Routing overhead, throughput and PDR. 
 
Index Terms- BEAM, Data Dissemination, Emergency Situation, Vehicular Adhoc Network. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION  
 
Vehicular Adhoc Network (VANET) is a form of 
Mobile Adhoc Network (MANET), where mobile 
nodes are vehicles [1]. VANETs provide wireless 
communication between vehicles and road side 
equipments [2]. Vehicles that come in radio range of 
one another can communicate with each other 
directly or indirectly. In VANETs, delivery is no 
single hop rather multihop delivery is performed and 
even if the vehicle is miles away from destination can 
also send its request like- traffic conditions, obstacle 
information to other vehicles and that request can be 
obtained by those vehicles also that are currently not 
in the city [3].  
In Vehicular adhoc networks, mobility is very high in 
which each vehicle node act as a router as well as 
host and sending packets to other mobile nodes very 
rapidly and hence changing their topology very fast 
[3]. VANETs are distributed, self-organized and 
potentially highly mobile networks of vehicles 
communicating via wireless media [4].  In Vehicular 
adhoc networks topology keeps on changing and also 
vehicles are not always connected to the network. 
There are frequent disconnections in VANETs. 
Therefore, routing protocols of MANETs are not 
necessarily be suitable for VANETs as in MANET’s 
protocols there is an implicit assumption of network 
connectivity. Intermittent connectivity, frequent 
changes in network topology and low reception rate 
are those properties that distinguish VANETs from 
other types of adhoc networks [3]-[4].     
Routing can be defined as looking for optimal path 
between source and destination node and then 
sending  message on that path so that message can 
reach its destination easily, quickly and on time. The 
main problem that needs to be addressed in VANETs 
is how to exchange information in scalable fashion 
[5]. The answer lies in Data Dissemination Protocols.  

 
Data Dissemination Protocols differ from one another 
in terms of that some of them are used in highway 
while others are used in urban areas and some can be 
used in both scenarios. No doubt, VANETs possess 
number of similarities to adhoc networks but in 
addition to the similarities to ad hoc networks, 
VANETs has number of unique network 
characteristics that distinguish it from other kinds of 
ad hoc networks [6]. 
 

 
Fig.1 Data Dissemination Protocols 

 
A. Types of Data Dissemination 
Data Dissemination is a process of spreading data or 
information over distributed wireless networks. Aim 
of data dissemination is the optimum use of network 
resources to serve the data needs of all users [2]. 
Different types of data dissemination used in 
VANETs are: 

i) V2I/I2V Dissemination (Vehicle to 
infrastructure or RSU) 

ii) V2V Dissemination (Vehicle to vehicle) 
iii) Opportunistic Dissemination 
iv) Peer-to-peer Dissemination 
v) Cluster Based Dissemination 
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TABLE I. 

 
Comparison of Data Dissemination Types 
 
II. RELATED WORK 

 
There are number of data dissemination protocols 
exist. Some are broadcasting based, geocasting and 
multicasting based. Each one has its own pros and 
cons.  
Urban Multihop Broadcast Protocol (UMB) is 
multihop broadcasting based protocol that uses 
RTB/CTB handshake approach for sending packets 
and receiving acknowledgments. Message 
dissemination is very difficult in urban areas that 
crowded with tall buildings and number of 
intersections so there occur line-of-sight problem. So, 
it becomes mandatory to have techniques or protocols 
for sending data packets in urban areas. And Urban 
Multihop broadcast (UMB) protocol is one of them 
that does directional broadcasting as well as 
broadcasting at intersections in urban areas.This 
protocol is designed to address broadcast storm, 
hidden node and reliability problems in multihop 
broadcast. But the limitation of this protocol is cost 
incurred on installing repeaters and this limitation is 
eliminated by the AMB protocol which is an adhoc 
extension of UMB protocol. AMB protocol handles 
broadcasting at intersections without any repeaters 
[11].  
 
Ad-hoc Multihop Broadcast (AMB) protocol is an 
adhoc extension of UMB protocol which handles 
broadcasts at intersections with the use of repeaters 
while AMB protocol does not use repeaters at 
intersections thus eliminating major limitation – 

infrastructure dependence – of the UMB protocol by 
using an efficient intersection broadcast mechanism. 
In the AMB protocol, directional broadcast is same as 
that of UMB protocol but in case of Intersection 
broadcast- vehicles attempt to choose the closest 
vehicle to the intersection using a fully adhoc 
algorithm and the chosen vehicle forwards the packet 
to all road segments except the road segment the 
packet is received from [12].This Protocol saves cost 
as repeaters are not installed at intersections. But the 
limitation is that time is wasted in finding the vehicle 
closest to intersection. 
Acknowledgment-Based Broadcast from Static to 
highly Mobile Protocol (ABSM) is broadcast based 
protocol that is suitable for wide range of vehicular 
scenarios, which only contains local information 
acquired by periodic beacon messages. From this 
information each node can independently decide 
whether to forward received packet or not. In this 
protocol, a vehicle that receives a data packet will not 
forward that packet immediately rather vehicle will 
check if retransmissions from other neighbors already 
cover its whole neighborhood in order to avoid 
redundancy. This protocol resolves propagation at 
intersection without recognizing intersections. And 
this protocol has a limitation of protocol overhead is 
high when there are multiple simultaneous 
broadcasting tasks [13]. 
Adaptive Delay-based Geocast Protocol in Urban 
VANET (UGAD) is geocasting based protocol. 
Instead of broadcasting, geocasting is used in this 
paper. Broadcasting means sender node floods the 
packets to all nodes that are in its communication 
range that results in broadcast storm problem. In 
order to avoid this problem, broadcast suppression 
methods are used that are different in different 
scenarios and most of the existing suppression 
methods do not work in urban environments. One 
existing delay based suppression scheme is adapted in 
this paper so that making the protocol suitable for 
urban environments. Broadcast- based geocasting 
enables efficient data dissemination to vehicles within 
the given geographical area. Before this protocol, no 
one has taken into account the urban areas for 
suppression mechanism. After looking at deep inside 
it came out that most of existing broadcast 
suppression methods do not work in urban areas 
because in urban areas there are several number of 
intersections and buildings available and buildings 
can block direct communication of vehicles whether 
they are in transmission range of each other [14]. 
Now this protocol named Urban Geocast based on 
Adaptive Delay (UGAD) says that as building are 
acting as obstacles for data dissemination so there is 
need to transfer data to those vehicles that can be seen 
directly; no building or no any other obstacle is there. 
And more number of vehicles that can be seen 
directly by source vehicle when source vehicle 
reaches at intersections. Therefore, according to this 
protocol opportunity for sending data at intersections 
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should not be missed [14].This protocol reduces 
redundant rebroadcast and increases packet arrival 
ratio. But the limitation is there is no method for 
assuring that message has been reached to destination 
or not. 
 
Bandwidth Efficient Acknowledgment Based 
Multicasting Protocol (BEAM) is multicasting based 
protocol. Aim of this protocol is to utilize bandwidth 
efficiently during an emergency situation by 
minimizing total number of in-network message 
transactions. Bandwidth Efficient Acknowledgment 
based Multicasting Protocol (BEAM) is created 
instead of existing broadcasting protocol such as 
Acknowledgment broadcast from static to highly 
mobile (ABSM) an adaptive broadcast protocol. 
BEAM protocol does multicasting instead of 
broadcasting i.e. instead of doing one to all 
communication; it transmits the message to only 
those vehicles that want to receive that message. 
Road Side Units (RSUs) play a vital role in this 
protocol [15].Multicast groups are created by RSU 
then whole communication is done between RSU and 
that multicast group and this protocol simply ignores 
the ordinary vehicles (that are not part of multicast 
group). Though this protocol is beneficial in 
predicting the emergency situations but it may lead to 
multicar chain collision as there is no V2V 
communication and therefore no way to inform about 
emergency situation to non- multicast group 
members. 
 
Now, this paper proposes a new protocol named 
Enhanced Bandwidth Efficient Cluster Based 
Multicasting Protocol (EBECM) that will overcome 
the cited problems of BEAM protocol by making 
clusters and hence by providing V2V communication 
and thereby will avoid multicar chain collision 
problem.  
 
III. EXISTING APPROACH 

 
BEAM Protocol: BEAM stands for Bandwidth 
Efficient Acknowledgment Based Multicasting 
Protocol. As the name suggests it uses multicasting 
instead of broadcasting thus saves bandwidth 
efficiently.  
 
Aim of this protocol is to utilize bandwidth efficiently 
during an emergency situation by minimizing total 
number of in-network message transactions. 
Bandwidth Efficient Acknowledgment based 
Multicasting Protocol (BEAM) is created instead of 
existing broadcasting protocol such as 
Acknowledgment broadcast from static to highly 
mobile (ABSM) an adaptive broadcast protocol. 
BEAM protocol does multicasting instead of 
broadcasting i.e. instead of doing one to all 
communication; it transmits the message to only 
those vehicles that want to receive that message. 

Road Side Units (RSUs) play a vital role in this 
protocol [15].  
 
Working of BEAM Protocol:RSUs will commence the 
dissemination of packets. First of all RSUs will 
broadcast join packet to all the vehicles that are in 
their transmission range. After getting join packet, 
vehicles that are interested to communicate with RSU 
will reply back to particular RSU. Now, RSU will 
create Multicast group that contains all those vehicles 
that had replied to RSU and all communication will 
be done between RSU and vehicles in multicast 
group. Status timer is set by RSU that will probably 
be of 1 second within that time all vehicles in 
multicasting group need to tell about their status (i.e. 
about speed and yaw rate) to RSU, vehicles fail to do 
this will no longer be part of this group. After getting 
the status report if it observes sudden increase in 
speed it means something went wrong and propagate 
emergency warning message (EWM) to the vehicles 
in the group and seek acknowledgment from them, if 
not get acknowledgment within the ack_timer then 
retransmit the message to particular vehicle so that it 
can aware about emergency situation and take 
preventive actions. As emergency messages are 
multicast instead of broadcast so this protocol utilizes 
bandwidth efficiently during emergency situations 
that’s why it is known as Bandwidth Efficient 
Acknowledgment based Multicasting Protocol 
(BEAM) [15]. 
 

 
Fig.2: Flowchart of Multicast Group Establishment 
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Fig. 3:  Flowchart of Emergency situation prediction module 

 
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

 
There are three sorts of correspondence in VANET: 
V2V, V2I/I2V, and hybrid. Now, the point of base 
paper named BEAM: Bandwidth Efficient 
Acknowledgment based Multicasting protocol is to 
improve the performance of vehicular systems by 
reducing the number of in-network message 
transactions and there by proficiently using the data 
transfer capacity in crisis circumstances. Multicast 
group is formed by RSU by sending join control 
packets to nearby vehicles and only interested 
vehicles will reply to RSU. And Emergency situation 
is predicted by RSU based on the status report of 
multicast group members (vehicles) so all 
communication is done between I2V/V2I no V2V 
communication is used.  Hence, BEAM protocol does 
not irritate all vehicles in the system in light of the 
fact that vehicles decide themselves whether to accept 
message or not and it additionally helps in conserving 
the bandwidth by exchanging minimum number of 
messages to different beneficiaries ate the same time.  
No doubt, BEAM protocol is helpful in predicting the 
emergency situations and then aware about the 

situation by sending Emergency Warning Messages 
(EWMs) to whole multicast group. But there is need 
to notice that RSUs will send EWMs to only its 
multicast group members and not to the ordinary 
vehicles that may lead to Multicar Chain Collision. 
So, in order to avoid this problem it becomes 
mandatory to aware all those vehicles about 
emergency situation that are not included in multicast 
group, and this can be done by providing V2V 
communication between multicast group members 
and ordinary vehicles. And another gap that is left is: 
if the emergency situation is predicted by any 
ordinary vehicle (that is not a part of multicast group) 
then how it will send its status report to RSU and 
thereby other vehicles and how to maintain the 
multicast group. And in order to address all these 
problems Enhanced Bandwidth Efficient Cluster 
Based Multicasting Protocol (EBECM) is proposed. 
 
V. PROPOSED APPROACH 
 
The problems of existing work that is of BEAM 
protocol are discussed in previous section. The main 
problem that may arise of multicar chain collision as 
RSU will inform about emergency situation to only 
its multicast group members and not to the ordinary 
vehicles and if multicast group members will take 
preventive action on predicting the emergency 
situation then there is no way to tell about emergency 
situation to ordinary vehicles so they may collide 
with each other.  
 
Now, in order to avoid this problem of BEAM 
protocol its enhanced protocol is proposed named 
Enhanced Bandwidth Efficient Cluster Based 
Multicasting Protocol (EBECM). In this proposed 
work multicar chain collision will be avoided by 
making clusters and hence by providing V2V 
communication in order to aware about emergency 
situation to non-multicast group members also and 
hence avoiding multicar chain collision problem of 
existing work. 
 
Working of EBECM:The proposed scheme intends to 
use the concept of clustering for providing V2V 
communication and to aware all non-multicast group 
members (ordinary vehicles) about emergency 
situation. RSU will extract the following information 
(status report) from its multicast group members: 
 Speed 
 Position 
 Direction of movement 

 
And emergency situation can be predicted by RSU 
based on status report of its Multicast group members 
or by any cluster member. One thing that needs to be 
noticed here is that multicast group members and 
non- multicast group members both can be a part of 
cluster but cluster head will be chosen among 
multicast group members only.  
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If emergency situation is predicted by RSU then it 
will send warning message to all Cluster heads that 
will in turn report to its cluster members (M.G 
members & Non M.G. members) in order to avoid 
multicar chain collision. And if emergency situation 
is predicted by any non-multicast group member 
(cluster member) then it will send this message to its 
cluster head that will in turn communicate with RSU 
to forward this message to rest of the cluster members 
through their cluster heads. 
 
Proposed Flowchart: 
 

 
Fig. 4: Flowchart of Proposed Methodology 

 
VI. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

 
Network Simulator (NS2) tool is used to simulate the 
proposed work. In this simulation, 25 mobile nodes 
move in a 2500 meter x 600 meter square region for 8 
seconds simulation time. All nodes have the same 
transmission range of 250 meters. The simulation 
settings and parameters are summarized in Table II. 

TABLE II. 

 
Simulation Parameters 
 
A) Performance Metrics 
The following performance metrics are taken in the 
research: 
 

a) Throughput: 
It is defined as number of packets that are passing 
through the channel in a particular unit of time. 
                Throughput = total no. of received packets/ 
total simulation time. 

b) Packet Delivery Ratio: 
 It is defined as the ratio of the number of data 
packets delivered to the destination. This illustrates 
the level of delivered data to the destination.            
  ∑ Number of packets received / ∑ Number of 
packets sent 
The greater value of packet delivery ratio means the 
better performance of the protocol.                                                                                          

c) Routing Overhead: 
The ratio of number of control packets (route 
request/reply/update/error packets) to the number of 
data packets is termed as routing packet overhead. 
Routing overhead= No. of control packets/ No. of 
data packets 
 
B) Proposed Results 
 

 
Fig. 5: Throughput v/s Simulation Time 
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Fig. 6: Packet Delivery Ratio V/S Simulation Time 

 

 
Fig. 7: Routing overhead V/S Simulation Time 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
In this research work, Enhanced Bandwidth Efficient 
Cluster Based Multicasting Protocol (EBECM) is 
proposed. This protocol is the enhancement in 
existing Bandwidth Efficient Acknowledgment Based 
Multicasting Protocol (BEAM). Multicasting 
protocols are found to be best in preserving the 
bandwidth efficiently that is major issue in VANETs. 
No doubt, BEAM protocol improves the performance 
of VANETs and was helpful in predicting the 
emergency situations and then aware about the 
situation to multicast group that was created 
previously. But problem is here that only multicast 
group members got to know about emergency 
situations and not the ordinary vehicles that may lead 
to multicar chain collision. So, in order to avoid this 
problem EBECM protocol is proposed in which 

clusters (clusters may contain both multicast and non-
multicast group members) will be formed in order to 
aware about emergency situation to ordinary vehicles. 
That is when emergency situation is predicted by 
RSU it will send Emergency Warning Message 
(EWM) to those multicast group members that are 
acting as cluster heads and cluster heads in turn send 
this message to its members (ordinary vehicles) and 
hence avoiding multicar chain collision. In future, it 
is proposed how to send EWM to isolated vehicles 
those are not covered in clusters. 
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